**ILB SERIES**

**INLINE BUCKET SHRINK BUNDLER.** Polypack’s ILB series shrink bundlers are intermittent motion shrink bundlers that use a bucket conveyor to wrap a wide range of products. They are available in hand-loaded models, or with a fully automatic product collation modules designed specifically for your application. Any products that can fit onto the bucket can be wrapped in bullseye shrink. For unstable products such as ovals and tubes, Polypack offers a patented ROKH® pick & place gantry that automatically picks up the product and places it onto the bucket conveyor for wrapping. Combined with servo-driven technology, the ROKH® pick and place system can load products quickly and accurately, and the system can be fine-tuned to transfer products with unprecedented precision.

ILB Compact with ROKH® Shown
ILB SERIES MACHINE FEATURES

* Zero Product Transfers Allows Unstable Products to be Wrapped
* Heavy Gauge Stainless Steel Frame for Rigidity, Cleanliness and Longevity
* Self-Leveling, Teflon® Coated Hot Knife Sealbar Assembly
* Pre-Programmed Acceleration and Deceleration for Smooth Operation
* Stainless Steel Bucket Conveyor (No Belts or Coatings)
* Engineered as an Single Unit with Integrated Double Insulated Tunnel to Reduce Energy Consumption
* PLC Touchscreen Interface
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